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MOTIVATION

MODEL 1/2: SETUP MODEL 2/2: LAISSEZ-FAIRE ALLOCATION

 § Potential capital market failures typically not considered in environmental economics.
 § Although: risk of socially not optimal allocation (Akerlof, 1970; Jaffee and Stiglitz, 1993; Stiglitz, 1993; Stiglitz 

and Weiss, 1981)
However:
 § Clean energy investments rely highly on services provided by capital markets:

 § Capital costs dominate cost structure (Evans et al., 2009; Wiser et al., 1997).
 § Project finance structure (Pollio, 1998).

 § Information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers (clean sector):
 § Borrowers use new clean technologies (Carpenter & Petersen, 2002).
 § Young and small firms with no or reduced prior relationship with a bank (Berger & Udell, 2002; Bharath et al., 

2011; Bräuning & Fecht, 2012; Jiménez & Saurina, 2004; Petersen & Rajan, 1995).
 » Capital market failures highly relevant for clean energy projects.
 » Approach: Theoretical model with financial market imperfection, i.e. information asymmetry between principal/

bank and agent/borrower (Arping et al., 2010; Gale, 1990; Janda, 2011; Philippon & Skreta, 2012)
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CONCLUSIONSDISCUSSION: SOME DYNAMICS
Main analysis
 § Tax internalises the emission externality, but there 

is credit rationing due to information asymmetries 
on loan market.

 § Additional government intervention on credit 
market (interest rate subsidy or loan guarantee) 
can resolve issue of credit rationing (first-best 
outcome).

 § Alternative assumption (not presented above): 
emission tax is (politically) not feasible:
 § Government can use intervention on credit 

market to incentivise clean investment.
 § However, policy mix with emission tax yields 

superior results with respect to total welfare 
due to induced self-selection in dirty sector.

Some Dynamics
 § Necessity of government intervention on credit 

market is finite (credit rationing vanishes at some 
point).

 § Risk of substantial welfare costs resulting from no 
or delayed intervention on credit markets.

RESULTS 1/2: ECONOMY WITH EMISSION 
 TAX ONLY

RESULTS 2/2: EMISSION TAX & CREDIT 
MARKET INTERVENTION


